Abstract -Information hiding is analyzed as a communication game between an information hider and an attacker, in which side information is available to the information hider and t o the decoder. Capacity formulas are derived.
I. STATEMENT O F THE PROBLEM
Information hiding is an emerging research area which encompasses applications such as watermarking, fingerprinting, and steganography. This paper extends results from 111; see Denote by 0 and Q the sets of admissible covert and attack channels, subject to respective distortion constraints (01, Dz).
The proof of Theorem 1 below relies on a proof of achievability and a converse for a fixed attack channel and is closely related to work by Gel'fand and Pinsker 
CONTINUOUS ALPHABETS
The results above can be extended to _the case of infinite alphabets X , U , K. The case of Gaussian X ( w N(0, a')) and squared-error distortion measure d(s, y ) = (z -y)' is of considerable interest. When K = X , the hiding capacity is given by C = f log (1 + 2) if Dz < a' + D1, and 0 otherwise. For blind information hiding (no key) the optimal attack Q(ylz) is again the Gaussian test channel, and the optimal &(x, 21133') is the same distribution that achieves capacity in a problem studied by Costa [4]. The capacity is the same whether or not the host .data are known at the decoder.
If X is non-Gaussian with mean zero and variance a', C above is an upper bound on hiding capacity. For small D1 and D2 (typical of many information-hiding problems), a remarkable result arises: the hiding capacity under the squared-error distortion metric is equal to $ log (1 + 2) independently of the statistics of X , asymptotically as D1, DZ -+ 0. 
